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Around&About - Calendar of activities & events

This issue of Pittsburgh Parent includes our Around&About calendar
of activities and events. Please submit your upcoming events to
calendar.pittsburghparent@gmail.com - the deadline for our December
issue is October 28, 2021.
Visit pittsburghparent.com to add your event to our online calendar.
Remember to check all event’s websites since cancellations due to the
pandemic are still taking place in some cases.
Our thanks to our readers for your continued patience and partnership as
we evolve to meet the needs of our clients and our community!
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Editor’sNote

Patricia Poshard

Parents tell us they read Pittsburgh Parent…
For more than 35 years local parents have been telling
me that they read Pittsburgh Parent while they are waiting
– waiting at the soccer or another sports field, the kindergarten pick up line, the orthodontists or the eye doctors, dance
school or gymnastics classes, or while they wait for water to
boil. Why do they read Pittsburgh Parent magazine?
For generations we have been committed to helping local
moms and dads raise their kids – from tots to teens. In my own life, I began reading
the magazine when it first came out and my kids were in middle school. Remember,
this was before cell phones and the Internet and the worldwide web. I would pick
up a copy each month and keep it on the front seat of the car for the time I waited
in the parking lot for my crew to get out of school. Who knew in those days that I
would soon become the editor. But my point is; now my kids are parents and read
Pittsburgh Parent.
A little history for those of you who are a part
of the second generation of parents who read
Pittsburgh Parent: The publication was a dream
that Founder/Publisher Marilyn Honeywill (1930 2013) turned into a reality in 1988, a dream to provide resources for parents and families throughout
Western Pennsylvania.  
Marilyn Honeywill launched her original Pittsburgh’s Child with her daughter Lynn HoneywillNorris from the basement of her home and formed
Honey Hill Publishing. Pittsburgh’s Child became
Pittsburgh Parent in 1998. The family-owned and
operated business produces Pittsburgh Parent
magazine monthly.
In addition, Honey Hill created pittsburghparent.
com for online parenting information in 2006 and presents the virtual Summer Activities & Camp Expo and a virtual Education Expo each year. Our social media presence
was established and has grown over the last decade.
As a team, the Honey Hill staff is committed to providing parents of infants
through teens with information and resources to enhance all aspects of parenting
and family life. It was the arrival of Covid-19 that forced us to move to a totally online
magazine in April 2020 and we now reach 50,000 parents monthly through our online
and digital presence – and we love how many clicks we get.
Pittsburgh Parent exists for the benefit of our readers, parents and caregivers of
children. Our goal for each issue is to provide informative information, fun activities
and resources for families. Our local writers search out local topics and experts as
well as parents and kids to keep the focus local. We are all about Pittsburgh! Tell your
friends to check us out on their phone, tablet and laptops when they are waiting …
as all moms and dads still do today! n
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HumorMe

Cheryl Maguire

Thanksgiving:
To host or not to host?

an we please host Thanksgiving dinner?”
This is how I
wanted to respond
to my 11-year-old
daughter, “Not if I can help
it,” since I hated cooking, cleaning and anything
related to hosting a dinner
for 20 people. If I’m being
totally honest about my
feelings — going over to
my sister’s house sounded
much more appealing. But
I knew that isn’t the answer
she was looking for. Instead
I responded like any mom
would that is hoping to
avoid a debate that could
rival an experienced lawyer.
“Maybe.”
“YES!” My daughter
screamed as she balled up her fist
moving it in a downward motion like
she just won the lottery.
“Why are you excited and responding yes?
“Because maybe always ends up
being yes.”
She had me there, usually her lawyer
level debate skills ended up turning my
maybes in to a yes.
“It isn’t a yes yet. Now go get ready
for school.”
Over the next week I made a long
list of all the reasons why going to
Auntie’s house for Thanksgiving would
be far superior than hosting at our
house in preparation for our upcoming
debate. And just when I thought I was
ready; I won a turkey from a contest at
the YMCA. If I didn’t know any better, I
would have thought that my daughter
somehow rigged the contest to make
sure I won.
“Guess who won a turkey?”
“YES!” Again my daughter screamed
as she balled up her fist moving it in a

downward motion like she just won the
lottery.
“There you go saying yes again. You
didn’t even guess who.”
“I can tell that you won and that
means we are going to host Thanksgiving.”
In addition to being a lawyer it
seemed like she may have some psychic
abilities.
“Why do you want to host so badly
anyway?”
“I want to decorate the house, bake
and have everyone here.”
Sure that’s easy for her to say. She
didn’t have to go to the grocery store,
clean the entire house and spend days
cooking and baking. Or did she? If
she wanted this so badly it only makes
sense that she complete all of the tasks
involved in hosting.
“Ok, but you are going to have to
grocery shop, clean and help me every
step of the way.”
“YES!” Again my daughter screamed
as she balled up her fist moving it in

Divorce • Child Custody • Support • Adoption
One Oxford Centre, Suite 270
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a downward motion like she just
won the lottery.
Clearly she had no
idea what she was in for. I
couldn’t help but think of
those poor turkeys that also
had no idea what they were
in for either.
At the crowded grocery
store I felt frustrated trying
to make my way over to
the aisle with the cranberries. My young Padawan
was unfazed as she strolled
along with a perpetual
smile as if she was in Disney
World. Come to think of it
there were some parallels
like the mobs of people
and overabundance of food
but it was lacking in people
wishing you to have a magical day.
During the cleaning of our house
my daughter maintained a sunny disposition. She even played music and
danced as she did it. The song “Whistle
while you work” popped into my head
and again I was reminded of Disney
World. Maybe my daughter is going to
be a Disney character one day. She will
have a plethora of jobs to choose from
given all her abilities to adapt.
And then when I didn’t think it was
possible to be any happier, she looked
the most elated to cook and bake.
When the big day came and we were
all seated around the table I thought
about all the preparations. My daughter
never complained and maintained a
smile even when she did the less appealing things like take out the garbage
or clean the dirty dishes. Her enthusiasm was infectious and I might even go
as far as to say it was fun to host. The
best part was spending time with her
and realizing that something I thought
was tedious could be entertaining.
“Mom can we host Christmas?”
Even though I enjoyed hosting, I
thought we were getting a little ahead
of ourselves by discussing this before
dinner was over.
“Maybe.”
“YES!” Again my daughter screamed
as she balled up her fist moving it in a
downward motion like she just won the
lottery.
Looks like we will be hosting Christmas too. n
Cheryl Maguire holds a Master of
Counseling Psychology degree. She is
married and is the mother of twins and
a daughter. You can find her at Twitter @
CherylMaguire05
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Parenting
APPS in
Action
By Ann K. Howley

Ten years ago, Apple
introduced the slogan
“there’s an app for that” to
convince consumers that
their cell phones can be
used to organize, inform,
educate, streamline and
otherwise better their lives.
Such a motto should particularly appeal to parents,
who can always use as
much help as they can get.
But with more than a million
apps available for iPhone
and Android users, the
question is which apps can
really help moms and dads?
4
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I have spent several weeks researching, downloading and
testing dozens of parenting apps to be able to provide a
firsthand review of which apps I think are worth using. A
few caveats...
• I only downloaded FREE apps.
In general, most apps are free, which means that users
can expect to scroll past ads while using the app. In most
cases, the ads were unobtrusive and promoted goods and
services that would interest parents. However, one curious
ad distracted me since I am not likely going to buy Horse
Feed & Supplies.
•	I only tested a small fraction of available parenting
apps. There are thousands of them, so I mostly stuck
to ones that are popular, or that friends had recommended to me.
•	There were just a few simple criteria I used to evaluate each app.
1.	The app had to be available for both iPhone and
Android phones. (Most are, but there are a few
exceptions.)
2.	It must fill a basic parenting need.
3.	It had to be easy to use, meaning a five on my
informal Rating Scale.

Rating Scale

5
4
3
2
1

😁
😉
🤨
😬
😫

Super easy - even
grandma can do it!
Not too bad
Takes a few tries…
CONCENTRATE
Forget it... grab a
Millennial

his report solely reflects my subjective opinion based on my own personal experience of giving birth to and raising
children, which I admit occurred before the existence of parenting apps. The apps that impressed me the most were the
ones that made me blurt out things like “Oh! I wish I had this when my sons were little!”
So keeping these things in mind, here are…

My favorites
Contraction Timer
& Counter 9m
There are
too many free
contraction
timer apps to
count, but I
selected this
one because
it claimed it
was the “Most
downloaded
Contraction
Timer app in
the world!”
The home
screen wisely
warns, “If
your water
breaks or
significant
bleeding occurs, go to the
hospital.” In
addition, the
app includes tips and helpful information
on things like Braxton Hicks and the various
states of labor.
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The instructions on how to use the application are simple and straightforward:
“Time several contractions and the application will let you know whether it’s time
to go to the hospital.”
What could be more clear than that?
At first I wasn’t sure why anyone would
need an app to time contractions during
labor when it seemed a watch or wall clock
would do. But once I downloaded it and saw
how much easier it was to stop and start
the countdown which automatically tracked
duration and frequency, I don’t know why
anyone would want to give birth without it.

What to Expect –
Pregnancy Tracker &
Baby App
Maybe I’m old fashioned, or maybe
What to Expect has been around so long
that I trust the brand and remember how
often I read and re-read the book when I
was raising my children. This What to Expect
app did not disappoint.
After setting up an account, the home
page starts with Newborn and clicking the

right arrow
takes you
through every
week of development with
related videos,
information
and articles
that pertain to
that week.
On the
day that I
logged in, Today’s Tip was
an interesting
article called
“Understanding baby’s
weight – what
makes your
baby weight
more or less
than the newborn in the next bassinet?” I
read every word.
Tools include an ovulation calendar, due
date calculator, baby feeding tracker, recipes
and information about baby products.
Continued on page 6…
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Continued from page 5…

CDC
Milestone Tracker
I’m going
out on a limb
to give the
U.S. government and
the Centers
for Disease
Control some
love because
I LOVED this
app. It was remarkably easy
to use and it
was the only
parenting app
I saw that was
available in
both English
and Spanish.
The Milestone Tracker
has checklists
starting at
age two months to five years with Social,
Language, Cognitive, and Movement categories. For example, the two month checklist includes “Begins to smile at people” and
“Can hold head up and begins to push up
when lying on tummy.” For each item, you
can check Yes, Not Sure, or Not Yet and add
notes.
There is also a section on When to Act
Early for parents who might have questions
or concerns about their child’s development,
plus Tips and Activities to support your
child’s development at every age.

WebMD Baby
I have
never been a
big WebMD
fan. I know it
is one of the
top healthcare websites
and pulls in
massive web
traffic. But I
am always
leery about
relying on the
Internet to
self-diagnose
every ache,
pain and
malady rather
than seeking
medical care.
Nonetheless, I remember the anxiety and stress of being a new parent and not
knowing whether I should call the doctor

6
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in the middle of the night. This is where I
see the value of WebMD Baby, which was
specifically designed for parents and makes
it easy to find vital health information with
just a few clicks.
I particularly liked the sections called
Just for Moms and Just for Dads which
provide helpful articles like “5 New Mom
Guilt Trips to Skip” and “New Dads: How
to Bond With Your Baby.”

Sound Sleeper –
White Noise
I know
you can go to
Walmart and
buy a sleep
sound machine, or pay
$99 for a high
tech interactive sleep
training app
for you and
your baby. But
I recommend
downloading Sound
Sleeper, which
uses typical
sounds, like
a Bubbling Brook
and Rain,
and some
unexpected
sounds (i.e. Womb) to lull your baby to sleep.
There are four categories of sounds:
Newborns, Infants, Toddlers and Parents.
I listened to Hairdryer, Shhhh and Womb
before agreeing that any one of these sound
clips would be worth playing for a fussy
baby.
I also thought the Sleep Tracker that
can track your baby’s sleep patterns was an
interesting and worthwhile feature, especially for parents with babies who are having
trouble sleeping.
What most impressed me was that two
parents named Michael and Miriam had
created the app to help their newborn son
sleep better and they claim their whole
family continues to use it. On the Sound
Sleeper website, there is a lovely photo of
the creators and their four children.

Flush
I regret that I have lived this long
unaware that public bathroom finder apps
existed. How many times have I panicked
trying to find a public restroom, or suddenly
pulled the car to a stop on the side of the
road to let my boys find a bush? The knowledge that I can simply tap my phone a few
times and find the nearest public restroom
fills me with relief.

That being
said, I want
to preface
my review of
this app by
saying I think
the idea of a
“bathroom
finder” app
is impossible.
For me, it’s a
numbers thing.
With minimal
research, I
was able to
calculate that
there are over
a billion toilets
in the world,
and even if
a quarter of
those commodes are
available for public use, that is still 250
million toilets, which seems like a daunting
number of public potties to account for.
My first choice to download was a
highly-rated app called Bathroom Scout
Pro which claims to have the scoop on
2,500,000 toilets worldwide, far more than
any other app. But since I had committed
myself to reviewing free apps only, I wasn’t
willing to pay $0.99 to be privy to privies.
So I downloaded a free app called Flush
and tested it. While sitting at my dining
room table, no more than 20 paces from a
clean and functional toilet in my home, Flush
informed me that the closest public toilet
at that moment was located less than two
miles away in Giant Eagle, which seemed
accurate to me.
Flush takes care of business.
I also want to give a special shout out to
the toilet paper company
Charmin,
which used to
offer a bathroom finder
app called Sit
or Squat. I’m
not sure what
happened to
the app, but
now the company’s “Bathroom Apps”
webpage
gives a link
to download
POOTASTIC
STICKERS
that will
“make an ordinary poop,
pooptastic!”
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AppClose
Co-parenting is a process which is
sometimes complicated and messy, which
is why I thought it was a great idea to have

an app that could help keep calendars and
communication straight between parents,
step-parents, family members and childcare
providers.
The user creates a Circle of people who
are important to communicate with, which
could be a co-parent, child, guardian, client,
and/or third party, such as an attorney.
It doesn’t matter whether or not these
individuals use the app or not. All communication with those in the user’s Circle takes
place within the app.
The centerpiece is the multifunctional
calendar that helps busy parents keep
organized. But what I really loved about his
app was the Messaging component which
allows parties to communicate with each
other via text, send documents, receipts,
and reimbursement requests, and the ability
to organize, share, export and print records
for personal or litigation purposes. All of this
for free.
Parenting is hard. Divorce only makes it
harder.
AppClose is definitely an app for that.

Life360
So many parenting apps are geared
toward pregnancy and babies, so I’m glad
that several of my friends reminded me of

Life360, which is a location-tracking app
that is a special blessing for parents of teens.
The free Life360 app allows family members
to track one another in real time, which
gives peace of mind to a parent who just has
to glance at their cell phone to know where
their kid is.
Subscription packages that range from
approximately $4 to $16 a month offer a lot
more features, including location history,
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place alerts, crime reports and emergency
help alert.
But if you really want to get a feel for
what Life360 is about, go to www.life360.
com and watch their commercial that shows

two windswept boys standing in a pool,
looking up, and shouting to hear each other
speak over the sound of a helicopter hovering above them.
“Oh goody, your mom’s checking in,”
deadpans the boy wearing goggles.
“She’s a helicopter mom. Mothering is
kind of her thing,” explains his friend, who
a few seconds later opens his mouth to bite
into a hot dog, which flies out of the bun
and gets sucked up into the maternal vortex
above before he could take a bite.
I laughed out loud at the expression on
the boy’s face as he sighs heavily in resignation. It was the funniest 15 seconds I’ve seen
in a long time.
“Your mom should get Life360,” the
goggled boy says.
Yes, indeed.

Honorable
Mentions
The Bump
The Bump
says “Tell us
where you are
in your baby
adventure
and we’ll
create your
customized
daily feed.”
The Bump
promotes that
it is the #1
baby tracker
app for first
time moms,
which didn’t
surprise me
when I noticed the tens
of thousands
of mostly
5-star reviews
in the Apple
and Google Play Stores. The app features
a huge section called Best of Awards that

“spotlights the most innovative, practical
and unique products that will enhance the
lives of parents and parents to be.”
I checked out the Best of Pregnancy Top
Picks, which had categories called LIVE,
WEAR, and CARE. In the LIVE category,
I found the Top Pregnancy Book and Top
Breast Pump.
Moms, dads, parents-to-be and grandparents who want reliable information about
the best pregnancy and baby products on
the market will appreciate the value of this
app. However, the reason The Bump didn’t
make it to my favorite list is that it took a lot
of drilling down to get to the information I
was looking for, and honestly, there are so
many ads that sometimes I couldn’t tell the
app from the ad.

Glow Baby
“Parenting made
joyful,” the
motto proclaims. From
feeding to
diapers, sleep,
teething,
activities and
milestones,
Glow Baby
has every tool
and tracker a
new mom and
dad could
possibly think
of. The app
uses cute and
colorful icons
to illustrate
each page,
which is
packed with
information and big ads, which sometimes
pop up, scroll and auto play on the screen.
The free app includes the Timeline,
Analysis, and Articles, along with all those
of helpful trackers, but the San Franciscobased company also offers premium
subscriptions ranging from $30 to $60 that
promise “even more sophisticated tools
to help you understand and care for your
baby.” n
Ann K. Howley’s debut young
adult novel, The Memory of
Cotton, will be published
by Propertius Press
in 2022.
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By Kimbe

olunteering is a great way for families to make a difference in their communities and offers lots of benefits
to those who volunteer their time and skills. First and
foremost, nothing is more rewarding than knowing you’ve
made a difference in the lives of others. What’s more, volunteering raises kids’ sense of civic responsibility, makes for
an excellent family bonding experience and provides valuable skill building and socialization opportunities for kids and
adults alike.
Regardless of where you live, countless volunteer opportunities are available – and there’s something to fit every
family’s talents and interests. So share these ideas with your
Paint
kids to see what triggers their enthusiasm. Then make a family
a park bench. Benchplan to put it into action.
es are found in parks as well as shopping districts and along bus routes. Contact your city hall
Volunteer at a soup kitchen or food pantry. The poor
or parks and recreation department and request permission
and homeless are always in need of nutritious food and meals.
to freshen up a bench. If your family is artistic, ask if you
Search online for local soup kitchens and food pantries. Then
may do something creative to make it more cheerful.
call and speak to the manager, and offer your family’s service.
Be sure to mention the age of your children in case there are
Help build a house with Habitat for Humanity. This
age restrictions. At a soup kitchen, you can help prepare and
organization helps build and renovate homes for families
serve a meal or do kitchen cleanup. For a food pantry, help
in need of safe shelter. Visit habitat.org to find your local
with stocking or putting together food baskets for families in
Habitat organization, and ask how you can help. Habitat
need. Some pantries also need delivery assistance since many
also offers a teen volunteer program.
poor families don’t have transportation to pickup their food
Send letters to military members overseas. Vetersupply.
ans, new recruits and deployed troops deserve and need
Help out at an animal shelter. Cats and dogs spend
to know just how much we appreciate their dedication and
days, weeks and often longer cooped up in small kennels or
service to our country. For more information, visit operationcrates with little opportunity to exercise or socialize. Offer to
gratitude.com/writeletters/
spend an afternoon walking dogs or playing with cats.
Hold a coat, blanket and backpack
Other things you can do for a shelter
viduals are always in drive for the homeless. Homelessness
indi
te
titu
Des
include transporting a pet to a new home,
m coats and blankets as exists in every community throughout the
cleaning kennels, donate supplies, or help need of war
ething to easily carry
country whether visible or not. Destitute
som
as
l
wel
find loving homes through social media.
e necessities in.
bar
individuals are always in need of warm
ir
the
Adopt a road or park for cleancoats and blankets as well as something
up. Most states have adopt-a-highway programs. These
to easily carry their bare necessities in. Coordinate with a
typically require a signed contract for a period of two to four
local homeless shelter and set up several drop off locations
years with a promise to clean up a designated area two to four
throughout your community. Then create and pass out fliers
times a year. Alternatively, you could pick an unsightly city
in your neighborhood, on parked cars and at street corners.
street and just head out to clean up the debris. Keep kids safe
You can also post fliers on grocery store and laundrymat bulby requiring them to stay off the road and only pick up litter
letin boards, share them on social media and email family and
on the sidewalk. If you have younger kids, park cleanup is a
friends asking them to help spread the word.
safer option.
Help an elderly person by running errands. Do you

8
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protein bars and other small useful
items. Any food items should be nonperishable and require no preparation.

Plant only native flowers, shrubs and
trees that won’t require watering or
maintenance.

Help someone who’s visually
impaired. Search online for your local

Rake, mow or remove snow for
a disabled person. If you don’t know

organization for the visually impaired
and offer your help. An impaired person
may need assistance with cleaning,
cooking, yard work or errands. You can
also ask the organization about other
ways you can help.

Offer your service to a domestic
violence shelter. Coordinate with a

know an elderly person who doesn’t
drive or own a vehicle? Offer to
transport them to do their errands and
grocery shopping. If it’s too difficult for
the elderly person to go out, you could
offer to do the errands for them.

Put together care kits for homeless shelters. Ask local businesses

to donate items for the homeless care
kits you plan to create. The following
are useful items to include in each kit:
toothpaste, tooth brush, dental floss, a
comb, bar of soap, shampoo, a package
of hand wipes, razor, shaving cream,
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local women’s shelter to hold a clothing and toy drive. Or put together arts
and crafts kits and spend an afternoon
teaching a craft workshop for children
at the shelter. Childcare is also often
needed for working mothers staying at
these shelters.
Hold a bake sale for a charity. Pick
your favorite charity and hold a bake
sale to raise funds for it. Ask a busy local business or grocery store if you can
set up a table on a given day for your
charity bake sale. Then invite family and
friends to pitch in and help with the
baking.

Plant seeds or greenery along a
highway or main street. Check with

your city first. Then contact management at local nurseries and ask them to
donate plants or seeds for the project.

anyone in your community who’s disabled, ask coworkers or friends if they
know of anyone. Or do an online search
for disability organizations in your area.
Then reach out, and offer your service.
Foster a homeless animal. Animal
rescues are always in need of families to
foster homeless pets while awaiting permanent placement. Do a search online
for pet rescues and animal shelters. If
your family has a favorite breed, look for
a breed specific rescue in your area.

Perform for children in a hospital. Countless children suffer from

diseases which require lengthy and
sometimes indefinite hospital stays.
If your family’s got talent, what better
way to put it to good use? Search for
a children’s hospital or wing in your
area and arrange a date to perform for
the kids. You could put on funny skits,
perform magic, dance, play music or do
acrobatics. n
Kimberly Blaker is a freelance
writer and the author of a kid’s STEM
book, Horoscopes: Reality or Trickery?
Visit her at www.kimberlyblaker.com
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EducationConnection

Peggy Gisler and Marge Eberts

Preventing hearing loss

Q:

I hear that one in five teens
now suffers from hearing
loss, most of which is noiseinduced. What can be done to help
prevent a hearing loss due to noise? I
know that it is hard to get through to
teens, who often feel physically invincible and more concerned with peer pressure than parental guidance. – Worried

A:

Shari Eberts, an Advocate for Hearing Loss and
Preventing Hearing Loss,
has the facts that you must share with
your teenage children as well as all your
school children. She points out that our
hearing is fragile. Noise-induced hearing loss occurs when the sensory cells
inside the cochlea of your inner ear are
damaged. These cells are very sensitive, which allows us to hear a full range
of tones, but also very delicate. When
exposed to loud noise on a frequent
basis, these cells weaken and eventually
die, and once they do, they are gone
for good. Scientists have not yet found
a way to regenerate hair cells, although
organizations like Hearing Health Foundation and the Stanford Initiative to
Cure Hearing Loss are working on it.

Small classes. Big ideas.

Your teens, especially, need to understand
that prolonged exposure
to any noise at or above
85 decibels can cause
gradual hearing loss.
This is the level of heavy
city traffic or a school
cafeteria. At 105 decibels,
the maximum volume of
an iPod, some hearing
loss can occur within 15
minutes. At 110 decibels,
the level of a rock concert
or loud sporting event
damage can occur after
one minute.
Teens think hearing loss
is just for old folks; however, 20 percent
of teens now surprisingly have some
form of hearing loss? Unfortunately,
hearing loss is real, and growing, and
there is currently no cure. Teens, as well
as younger children, definitely need to
be educated about noise-induced hearing loss.
The good news is that noise-induced
hearing loss is entirely preventable.
Teens have the power to protect their

October 16
October 27

| 10am-12pm
| 9:30am-11:30am
please RSVP

admissions@kentuckyavenueschool.org

or call 412.228.7127
5701 Fifth Avenue
(at Negley)
Pittsburgh, PA 15232

K-8

KENTUCKY AVENUE SCHOOL

kentuckyavenueschool.org
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1.	
Enjoy your music,
but listen at a safe level. Fifteen
minutes at maximum volume on
your iPod is all it takes to damage
your hearing. Listening time is cumulative so you can listen longer
at lower volumes and stay safe.

Deciphering what a report
card is telling you

Q:
Open House

ears if they follow
these simple rules so they will be able
to enjoy better hearing through their
entire lives. These rules, in fact, should
be followed by all school children.

My child’s recent fifth grade
report card had much lower
grades than she received last
year during the Pandemic. I wonder if
it was due to virtual learning in fourth
grade. I want to help her as I thought
that she had put in a considerable effort
in doing her homework. How should
I deal with this? – Searching for an
Answer

A:

Whether her previous report
cards have been better or
not, you will need to talk to
the child’s teacher. Be aware that grades
are largely based on tests, quizzes,
classwork and class participation rather
than homework. Have you been looking
at the daily work she brings home from
school? Are the grades on these papers
in line with her report card grades? Did
you consider her attendance?
Before you talk to the teacher, take
the time to study the report card carefully. Look at all the checkmarks and
asterisks on the report card. They will
tell you about skills that your child has

not mastered, areas that need improvement and weaknesses in work habits
that may affect your child’s grades in
academic areas. Don’t forget to look at
the remarks describing her behavior in
the classroom. Finally, read the teacher’s
comments, if there are any. They usually
give an overall picture of the child’s
performance. And don’t forget to write
your questions or comments about the
report card in the space provided.
The purpose of the conference
should be to find out what needs to
be done in the future to improve your
child’s grades. The conference could
be in-person, virtual or on the phone.
It is definitely appropriate to question
whether the lower grades reflect what
she did not learn during the Pandemic.
However, the conference focus has
to be on how she can be helped to
improve her grades in the future. And
be sure to find out what everyone in
the family can do so that there will be
academic improvement on the next
report card.
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Try noise-canceling headphones
which block out background
noise, allowing you to enjoy your
music at lower volumes.
2.	
Wear earplugs
or earmuffs at concerts or sporting events. They come in many
sizes and styles. Some are even
made specifically for listening to
music.
3.	
The farther you are
from the noise, the safer it is.
Always pick a seat far away from
loudspeakers and if you see a
noisy construction site, cross the
street.
If you want more information to convince your children of the importance of
avoiding loud noises, visit “It’s a Noisy
Planet” at (noisyplanet.nidcd.nih.gov),
a website run by the National Institutes
of Health. Also, there are online hearing
tests that may let them get an idea of
whether or not they have already experienced some hearing loss. n
Parents should send questions and
comments to dearteacher@dearteacher.
com and to learn more about helping
their children succeed in school visit the
dearteacher website.
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Kids’ Best
Docs
How can I make the most of a visit to the pediatrician?
By Kathy Sena

As parents, we’ve all had questions
when taking a child to the doctor:
What information should I bring?
How do I get copies of past lab
reports and X-rays? How do I keep
track of my child’s immunizations,
medications, etc?
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We’ve Seen
a Lot of Kids
Over the
Years.

And now, we’re seeing a lot of their kids.
It’s always rewarding when a new patient tells us they were recommended by one of our
current patients. But, no feeling compares to seeing the face of one of the kids you’ve
helped grow into a healthy adult bringing their child in for the first time.
When you have the stability of a practice that has been around for years, with an experienced
staff of pediatrians and advanced providers, it’s a feeling you start to get used to... but never
take for granted. CALL 833-PMA-DOC1 TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT.

PENN HILLS LOCATION
310 Rodi Road, Suite 140, Penn Hills, PA 15235
IRWIN LOCATION
4044 Route 130, Suite 240, Irwin, PA 15642
Member of the

PremierMedicalAssociates.com
PremierMedicalAssociates.com
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Health Network
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e shared these common concerns with Jean Hanley, M.D.,
a board-certified physician with
more than 20 years’ experience in pediatrics and allergy, asthma
and immunological diseases. Hanley is
also the founder of PLANning Health,
a non-profit patient-advocacy service
that helps people with health problems
to receive better care in all aspects of
their health, such as understanding their
symptoms, diagnosis, procedures, treatments and insurance coverage.

Q:

When my child is sick and I’m
worried, it’s easy to forget to bring the
right things to the doctor’s appointment. What should I remember to bring
to make it an effective appointment?

A:

It’s helpful to create a medical
history for your child and to update it
as needed. This can be done on paper,
on a computer document or spreadsheet or with one of the convenient
health-tracking apps for your computer
or mobile device. List immunizations,
past diagnoses, treatments, lab results,
medications taken daily (asthma inhalers, recent antibiotics, etc.) and intermittently (acetaminophen, ibuprofen, etc.).
I highly suggest trying one of the free
or inexpensive medical-tracking apps
that can be easily downloaded to your
mobile device or computer, such as:
• My Medical Records (online
and mobile app: https://www.
freehealthtrack.com)
• My Medical (online and mobile
app: http://www.mymedicalapp.
com)
• Hermes (mobile app)
• MyHealth (mobile app)
These databases allow you to record
medications, procedures, tests, allergies, surgical procedures, diagnoses,
injuries, photos, insurance info and
more. Having easily available medical
information can lead to a more-efficient
and productive doctor’s visit.
If you don’t have all of this information available, it’s important to bring to
your appointment at least the actual
medications that your child has been
taking recently.
Write down your child’s symptoms:
cold, cough, ear pain, etc. When did
the symptoms start? What happened if
there was an injury? Where does it hurt?
How have the symptoms progressed?
Are they getting better, worse or staying
the same? (If the illness or injury happens suddenly and you have to rush to a
doctor’s appointment, try to write down
this info while in the waiting room.)
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Q:

How do I get copies of medical records, tests, X-rays, etc. from other
doctors to bring for my appointment, if
necessary?

A:

Requesting records from
hospitals and clinics takes time, and
each office has its own procedure for
requesting records. Most facilities
require that you fill out a special form.
Healthcare providers are required by
law to share information regarding your
child. The requested items can be sent
to you by mail, fax or email or you can
pick them up in person. Procedures such
as lab tests, x-rays, etc. will need to be
requested from the doctor who ordered
them. Most labs do not provide information directly to the patient or guardian.
The smartest step a parent can take
is to obtain the records at the time of
the visit to the doctor so that they have
as much information as possible at their
fingertips and they don’t have to go
through the hassle of requesting records.

Q:

Should I bring another adult
along for the visit if I’m bringing a
young child? How does this help?

A:

I always advocate bringing
another adult with you to doctor visits,
whether it’s for your child or for yourself. A spouse, friend or other family
member often serves as an objective
observer and provides what I call the
“witness effect.” Although I’m a doctor,
I get sick too! As a patient, I often went
to appointments by myself. When my
spouse would occasionally accompany
me, I noticed that more time and attention was being given to me. Although
I felt that my care was very good, the
“phenomenon” of even more information being disseminated when I had another adult with me was an eye opener.
An objective friend or family member
also may be able to ask questions that
you may forget, or to ask for important
details or clarification.

Q:

I’d like to do online research
on my child’s condition or symptoms
before the doctor’s visit. How do I share
this information with the doctor?
In our information age, many parents
want to have a shared decision making
relationship with their child’s doctor. The
parents may have already researched
the illness and may have a fairly good
idea of what diagnosis or treatment
plans are available. Some parents feel
more comfortable accepting the doctor’s
information as-is. Either way is acceptable as long as you’re comfortable with
the relationship: one-way vs. shared.

Kids’ Best Docs

A note of caution: With medical
information at our Internet fingertips,
it’s easy to become overwhelmed and
confused with the details of a diagnosis,
treatment or the potential side effects
of a medication. Medical misinformation from the Internet often leads to
perplexing concerns about medical
conditions. For this reason, it’s imperative that parents ask for clarification and
confirmation of Internet information and
that the doctor’s office provides written
instructions regarding your child’s diagnosis and treatment.

Q:

What should I do if I don’t
understand my child’s diagnosis or the
treatment plan the doctor is suggesting?
Contact the doctor’s office right
away to get answers to your remaining
questions. Often a nurse will help you
understand what you need to know.
If you find that you frequently are not
given sufficient information about your
child’s health, then you may want to
either prepare and research conditions
prior to the doctor’s visit and/or consider finding a new doctor who may be
more thorough during the visit.

Q:

What should I do if my child
is diagnosed with a major illness and
I need help navigating the healthcare
system, researching treatment options,
dealing with insurance issues, etc?

A:

There are many resources for
most childhood illnesses that should be
available from your doctor’s office. But
depending on the severity of the illness,
the family may need help in navigating
the healthcare system.
Sometimes a diagnosis cannot be
established. Other times, a diagnosis
has been given, but insurance issues
delay proper evaluation or treatment.
Several treatment options may be presented and the parents may not understand the differences or the risk/benefits
for each. There are numerous areas that
may need to be addressed, and this is
when a patient advocate can step in and
help the parents sort out the issues.
Patient-advocacy services may
include making home visits, developing
medication and treatment plans, providing questions for doctor’s visits, accompanying patients to the doctor’s visit,
researching illnesses on reliable medical
websites, dealing with insurance issues
and more. The needs of the family may
be satisfied by one phone call or they
may require more-extensive services. n
Journalist Kathy Sena has been writing about children’s health since her son
was born in 1995. Visit her website at
www.kathysena.com
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The best doctors.
The best hospitals.
The best service.
It’s how we help you live your best life.

What is good health? Your answer is as unique as you are. Whatever it means to
you, UPMC Health Plan is here to help you live your life in the best way. We give you
award-winning customer service, in-network access to the world-renowned doctors
and hospitals of UPMC, and the people, products, and programs you need to live the
healthiest life you can. We can’t think of a better outcome. UPMCHealthPlan.com

For UPMC Health Plan “best” information go to www.upmchealthplan.com/best.
Nondiscrimination statement
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1
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festive mess:
mess: Creative
Creative
AA festive
birthday activities
activities for
for an
an
birthday
unforgettable party
party

By Christina Katz

don’t mean to brag, but my husband
and I have thrown quite a few awesome birthday parties over the years.
However, when reflecting back over
all the parties we’ve thrown, it’s clear
to me that the most memorable parties
were not the most elaborate or even the
most expensive. They were simply the
messiest. Messy and birthday parties go
together better than you might imagine.
After all, what could be more festive
than a little bit of parent-approved
pandemonium?
The key to milking the most fun out
of any birthday party is including more
messy fun. And if you really want to
throw the party to top all parties, go for
a totally messy party from beginning
to end. If a little bit of mess is memorable, than a lot of mess just might be
unforgettable. In that spirit, here is a list
of indoor and outdoor ideas that won’t
break the bank.
Take aim, color. Mark off a square
play arena outdoors with five-foot tall
Bamboo garden stakes and blue painters masking tape. Fill squirt guns or
squirt bottles with non-toxic watercolor
paints, don a pair of clear swim goggles
and let the kids decorate each other
dressed in white t-shirts and leggings
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or sweats. The only
rule is no one leaves
the field until the
paint is all spent.
Take a whack
at it. Fill a storebought piñata 2/3
of the way full with
cooked, welldrained spaghetti.
Then add small plastic toys, foil-wrapped
granola bars and plastic wrapped candies. To extend the fun, hang the piñata
on a pull cord threaded through an
eyehook so you can pull it up and down
as kids swing at it with a bat or broom
handle. Secure a tarp underneath with
Duck tape (indoors) or camping stakes
(outdoors) for easy cleanup.
Eggcentric art. Break the tops off
real eggs and pour the yolks and whites
into Tupperware to make quiche or a
soufflé later. Keeping empty shells in
the carton, fill each with acrylic paints of
various colors. Outside or in the garage
or basement, hang a large canvas
against a sturdy wall or fence and let the
kids take aim and fire until they make a
masterpiece. Use plastic drop cloths to
catch the splatters as needed.
Franken-beauty. Make natural facial

masks out of banana, avocado or cocoa.
Sit guests around a large table in pairs
to take turns applying masks to each
other’s faces. Be sure to have some
hand mirrors handy so everyone can see
what all the squeals are about.
Construction junction. Supply lots of
sheets, blankets and pillows for fort construction. If you can mount a few Hula
Hoops strategically around the room,
they come in handy. You might also supply bandanas and bungee chords. Be
sure to inspect the results for hazards.
Keep food and drinks strictly separate.
Reach for the foam. Play messy
Twister in the yard by mixing foam
shaving cream and food coloring. Wear
clothing that can get stained. If no one
wants to worry about clothing stains,
simply use white shaving cream for the
same effect.
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Pudding slide. Make about a gallon of chocolate pudding.
Drop large spoonfuls of pudding onto a Slip & Slide. Have
guests take a running start down a low-grade slope. To make
slide more slippery, have guests sprinkle it with water from a
sprinkler can or set the hose sprayer to mist. Add more pudding or water, as needed.

Let us Host your Next Party!
Birthdays • Sports Teams • Church
Groups • Family Fun • Plus Much More

Slime ball. Find an online recipe to make nontoxic slime
and let guests prepare it. Then play a game of hide the bouncy ball in the slime. Use a blindfold and a timer to see who can
find their party favors the fastest. Enjoy the groans.
Picasso footsie. Roll out a long sheet of paper and pour
puddles of acrylic paint at one end. Have each guest step in
one color per foot and walk across the paper. Switch to the
other side of the paper to balance out the look. Hang art on a
fence or wall to dry.
Musical silly string. Put half the group in the middle on a
plastic tarp. Encircle guests with the other half of the group.
Turn on the music. Have the inside group move in one direction and the outside group move in the other direction, while
spraying the inside group with silly string. When the music is
turned off, switch groups.
Pasta fling. Cook one box of spaghetti per party guest.
Get some five-gallon buckets and fill them 2/3 of the way
with water. Add enough flour to thicken the water, then add
spaghetti. The only rules are: use your own spaghetti, no
bucket-dumping and no touching – just throwing. Put them in
the square play arena and get the heck out of the way.
Mud puddle fun. On a sturdy table at playing height, fill
a small kiddie pool with dirt and just enough water to make
mud. Add digging and pouring toys for an hour of industry for
young guests.
Duck-Duck-Dump. Have kids sit in circle for a game of
Duck-Duck-Goose. But first, hand them a cup of water and a
half-cup of flour to pour over each goose’s head.
The opposite of tiny bubbles. Make bubble mix with ten
cups of regular Dawn Dish soap and five gallons of water.
Let it sit overnight. Do not agitate the solution as you pour it
into a small wading pool slightly larger than a Hula Hoop in
diameter. Have guest don a pair of clear goggles and stand in
the middle of the pool without splashing. Let two party guests
lower a Hula Hoop over the guest and then pull it straight up
into a giant bubble.
Three-legged color run. Set up a start and finish line for a
short jaunt. Tie the legs of two guests together and have them
wear clear swim goggles and white play clothing. Have other
guests stand on the sidelines and throw color from bags of

Pittsburgh’s newest theme park
boasting 7 interactive maps, all uniquely
themed after real video games.
Birthday Child
Just minutes From Downtown - Over 20 Acres!

412-419-5770 • pittsburghpaintballpark.com

FREE

* with ad *

nontoxic Holi colors (the type used for Color Runs, available
online). The winners take on the next pair of challengers until
everyone has run. The most colorful pair wins.
Sloppy volley. Divide guests into two groups. Put a line
across the center or your play arena like a tennis court. Everyone has to stay on their own team and wear swim googles.
Place a table of supplies within reach of the backcourt. On the
table, supply large bowls of chilled mashed potatoes, Jello,
pudding and cooked oatmeal. Tint food with food coloring if
clothing can be stained. On your mark, get set, food fight!
Trashion runway. For a couple of months before the
party, don’t discard your reusable recyclables. Spread them
out evenly in tarps with plenty of clear tape, masking tape,
painter’s tape and Duck tape. Pair guests up into design
teams. Give a time limit like one hour. The assignment is to
design a runway-worthy fashion for each team out of only the
trash that’s been supplied. Have a runway show afterwards to
display the results. n
Like most parents, Christina Katz’ first instinct is not
necessarily to throw the messiest party. But she’s learned that
sometimes it’s fun to throw tidiness out the window and for the
sake of big birthday fun.

Making messy work for you

Remember, the key to throwing an unforgettable party
isn’t about choosing the trendiest theme or the hottest
destination or decorating your guts out with the latest Pinspirations. The key is simply to let kids make a mess and
have fun doing it. These tips will save you some sanity.

1.	If you can’t go outside, consider using a well-ventilated garage, shed or basement.

2.	Check out the painting supply section of your local
store for inexpensive items to protect your party
space.

3.	Have a designated photographer who may not be
slimed, spaghettied or painted.

4.	If you only have one messy activity planned, save
the best for last.

5.	If you go with a totally messy party, go with messy
food, too, buffet style or make-your-own.

6.	If you don’t want kids to get stained or dirty, you

can still make a mess. Just use smocks, shower caps
and bandanas to cover up.

7.	The sky’s the limit when it comes to making messes.
Use your imagination; then consider safety precautions, as needed.
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Holiday Happenings
Teach generosity

by giving back
By Christina Katz

t no time of year is this spirit of generosity more naturally exemplified than at harvest and holiday time. To
harvest means to gather together what is cultivated,
abundant and ripe. Traditionally the harvest has
been associated with the gathering of crops for sharing, preparing and celebrating abundance.
Harvesting is not merely about having enough; it’s about
recognizing that you have much to give, and when you share
what is plentiful with others, you celebrate life itself.
How can your family better commemorate the harvest?
Start by reclaiming an attitude of abundance and sharing
whatever you have that is extra. When you give from your
overflowing places, you will feel more joyful.
Short on ideas? Here are ways for your family to have a
generous harvest season:
Take inventory. What have you grown in your
gardens this year that you can share with neighbors? Zucchinis
and tomatoes are common candidates. Some gardeners grow
flowers or herbs. What do you have in abundance? Share with
local food banks if your garden is overflowing.
Transform before you share. Why not turn
those zucchinis into bread and those tomatoes into salsa or
spaghetti sauce before you share? If you have herbs, hang
them in bunches to dry and tie them with twine. An excess of
blossoms can be gathered into a quick bouquet in an old jar
that’s tied with a piece of ribbon.
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Crochet for a cause. Do you like to crochet? Sit
outside and crochet hats for newborns. The Crochet Guild Of
America has a long list of charities looking for donations. Visit
their website at http://www.crochet.org to learn more.
Make it a tradition. Volunteer as a family in late
summer or early fall. https://www.volunteermatch.org will
deliver local volunteer opportunities to your inbox. Get kids
involved in choosing ways to volunteer. Why not make a day
of it?
Purge what’s not needed. Before fall shopping,
go through closets and drawers and donate all the clothing,
shoes and supplies that no longer suit your family. Deliver items

Holiday Happenings

Continued on page 20…
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Western Pennsylvania Model Railroad Museum

33rd Holiday Train Display

For more information visit us on...
Website:
Facebook:
Twitter:
Instagram:
Phone:

wpmrm.org
facebook.com/wpmrm
@wpmrm_org
@wpmrm
724-444-6944

Fridays and Weekends
Nov. 13 through Jan. 16, 2022
Hours:
Fri., 6 - 9pm • Sat. & Sun., 11am - 5pm
Extended Hours:
Nov. 26
11am - 9pm
Special Holiday Hours:
Dec. 26 through 31
11am - 5pm

5507 Lakeside Dr. Gibsonia | Requested Donation: Adults $10.00, Children 12 & under $5.00
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to your favorite local resale shop for that
fresh-start feeling.
Make someone’s day. Small
acts of kindness are contagious. Pay for
the ice cream cone, hot dog or popcorn
for the next person in line. Whenever
anyone does this for you, be sure to
spread the good news on social media.
Hearing about good deeds can bring a
smile to someone’s face.
Roll up your sleeves. Save
a life by donating blood with teens once
they are eligible. Make this generous
gesture a rite of passage in your family.
Go out for a sweet treat afterwards to
recharge your energy.
Update décor. Encourage kids
to sort through their rooms and streamline what’s on display. If you haven’t
shared your kids’

recent masterpieces with far-away relatives, create a quick slideshow or photo
collage to email to extended family
before you toss anything.
Knock-knock. If a neighbor

has a new baby,
a health issue or
is going through
a tough time, see
what your family can do to help.
Maybe a pot of
vegetable soup or
some store-bought
cupcakes would
spread some cheer.
Perhaps your family
could head over to
mow the lawn, rake
leaves and clean
up the yard. When
in doubt, ask!
Capture
sun-kissed
smiles. Late
summer to early
fall, when everyone
is tan and relaxed,
is the perfect time
to take family
photos for holiday
cards. Ask a friend to take some shots
in your yard during morning or evening
for the best lighting or schedule an
appointment with a professional. Why
not suggest an all-neighborhood annual
photo?
Pitch it. If you have something bulky you no longer need,
put it on the curb with a “Free For
The Taking” sign. Be sure to do this
before the weather turns because
it may take a couple days for the
happy recipients to notice it.
Kindness patrol. Challenge your kids to be on alert for
ways to be helpful in the moment
instead of zoning out on car trips or
while running errands. If an elderly
person needs a door held open or
if a fussy baby needs some silly grins,
teach your kids to jump in and be a
force for good everywhere they go.
Scout for opportunities.
Focus on the positive and be wealthy
forever. When out in public, teach your

Celebrating
25 Years of Magic . . .

412-243-6464
www.geminitheater.org
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kids how to spot things they appreciate.
Blossoming flowers, pretty images and
soothing sounds can be amplified when
you pay attention to them and draw the
attention of others to them.
Reach out a hand. Charge
kids with the mission of doing something good for someone else before
they can have more screen time. The
kind act can be for someone in your
family, someone outside the family or
even a pet. Young children don’t need
to be left out. They can always draw
someone a picture or help pick up a
sibling’s toys.
Compliment crusade. Each
day, invite your kids to find reasons to
compliment other people. The compliments must be sincere to count. Have
each child share one example of a
compliment they gave at dinnertime. If
they received one, have them share it
with the family, too.
Spread seeds of kindness. Everything needs nourishment
and tending. Feeding the birds or taking care of the neighbor’s pets are both
fine ways to be generous. When your
child is in a funk, focusing on helping
others can help them snap out of it.
Bless those who ask.
Instead of giving money to folks who
routinely ask for it, why not create mini
care packages in a bag? Prepare a
blessing bag with some fresh veggies
and fruit, a water bottle, some lip balm
or sunscreen, and some kind of sweet
treat like a granola bar or a bit of candy.
If there is a chill in the air, add a scarf,
hat, gloves or socks to each bag and
deliver it with eye contact and a smile.
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GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE FOR:
SNOWTUBING
SKIING
SNOWBOARDING
GOLFING
ICE SKATING

HARTWOOD TEAS & TOURS
SWIMMING
SHELTER RENTALS
PROGRAMS
SEASON PASSES

Purchase in person
at any county park
office or facility or call
412-350-2455

ALLEGHENYPARKS.COM
Think ahead to the holidays. Make holiday gifts from natural
supplies that are in abundance like bath
salts made with rose petals or lavender
blossoms. Shelve the final products
until the holiday season rolls around
and then embellish them with seasonal
wrapping and tags.
Last time this season.
Say goodbye to a warm-weather experience together by inviting a few friends
to partake. Whether the last boat ride,
the final family BBQ or even the last
warm evening hanging out on the porch
waiting for the sunset, compound the
enjoyment by sharing it.
Clean up the environment. Got a free afternoon and
looking for something spontaneous to
do? Give everyone a bag, head out of
the house and pick up trash in the areas
surrounding your home and neighborhood.
For more ways your family can give
back year-round, subscribe to the Doing
Good Together newsletter at http://
www.doinggoodtogether.org. n
Author, journalist and writing coach
Christina Katz relishes the opportunity
to give back during the harvest season.
She usually has extra flowers, herbs and,
of course, zucchini to happily share.
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BROADWAY
DREAMS

BEGIN HERE!
Scan Below to

REGISTER

ONSITE & ONLINE CLASS OPTIONS
Second Semester begins January 18

pittsburghCLO.org · 412-281-2234
Holiday Happenings
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How to tell if your kid might be the victim of

cyberbullying

By Tanni Haas, Ph.D.

No matter how much
and how well you try
to protect your kids,
there’s always the
possibility that they’ll
become the victims of
cyberbullying. If that’s
the case, how do you
know if your kids are
being cyberbullied?
What are the tell-tale
warning signs?
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t’s important to know the warning
signs as only about one in ten kids tell
their parents about being cyberbullied. Dr. Michele Borba, an internallyrenowned expert on cyberbullying, says
“Don’t expect your child will come and
tell you about the harassment. Research
says that chances are that your child
won’t tell which is why you need to tune
in closer and get educated.”
Kids often keep silent because
they’re ashamed, fear retribution from
the bully, and, perhaps most surprising
to parents, are afraid that their computer and phone access will be restricted
or taken away which, in turn, they see
as an unfair punishment of them rather
than the bully. Unlike traditional bullying
which often leaves physical marks like
bruises or black eyes, cyberbullying
can often only be identified by certain
changes in a kid’s behavior. Cyberbullying can occur right in front of parents, or
in the next room, without them realizing
it.
According to Drs. Sameer Hinduja
and Justin Patchin of the Cyberbullying
Research Center, you can tell if your
kids might be the victims of cyberbullying by paying close attention to their
general demeanor and online behavior.
Like victims of traditional bullying, kids
who are cyberbullied often show signs
of depression. They exhibit little interest
in the things and activities that used
to matter to them the most, tend to
withdraw from friends and family, experience sudden changes in their eating
and sleeping patterns, and complain of
headaches and stomachaches.
“Moodiness and mood swings are
just part of being [a child],” says Walter
Meyer, a well-known cyberbullying
expert. “But if a child really changes –
becomes withdrawn, stops speaking to
friends, etc. – the parents should ask
what is going on and not be satisfied
with ‘nothing’ as an answer.”
Research by the National Crime
Prevention Council shows that kids who
are cyberbullied often are fearful about
going to school, ask to be driven to
school rather than take the school bus,
skip school when they can get away
with it or request permission to leave
school early because they feel sick, have
trouble focusing and fall behind in their
school work, and may even experience
a significant drop in their grades. This
is often precipitated by problems with
sleeping which make it difficult for them
to focus on the school work.
While it’s important to pay close
attention to your kids’ general demeanor, pay particularly close attention to their online behavior. Kids who
are cyberbullied tend to be unusually
secretive about what they are doing
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online, avoiding conversations with their
parents about which sites they’re on,
who they’re talking to, and the topics of
their conversations. If they are willing to
talk to their parents about what they’re
doing online at all, they are likely to get
defensive and give vague or dubioussounding explanations.
Kids who are cyberbullied often
quickly turn off their computers or
phones when a parent enters their
space, hide, clear or rapidly switch
screens, or outright refuse to use their
devices unless the parent leaves. They
also tend to be unwilling to part with
their devices, or share them with their
parents, fearing that their parents might
find out what is going on. This is especially true in the evening when friends
and cyberbullies are most likely to be
online.
When they are online, kids who are
cyberbullied tend to be visibly agitated
or jumpy, especially when they receive
an IM, text or email from a bully. Their
minds are racing with thoughts and
emotions as they are trying to figure out
how best to handle the situation without
revealing anything to others. They are
also likely to keep checking their computers and phones while going back
and forth between different screens in
short spurs, say they’re doing homework
when they are really doing something
else entirely, and may abruptly shut off
or walk away from their devices mid-use
for no outwardly apparent reason.
Not surprisingly, kids who are
cyberbullied often appear angry or
frustrated after they have been online.
Some may suddenly and unexpectedly
stop going online at all. Others may go
online more than usual, unable to resist
the temptation to check whether any
new comments have been posted about
them. Another possible indication that
your kids are the victims of cyberbullying is that they try to cover their “online
tracks” such as by erasing their user
history folders every time they turn off
their devices.
You know your kids better than
anyone else. Look for multiple signs that
seem to go together; they could be an
indication that they are the victims of
cyberbullying. “The key,” as Dr. Borba
says, “is to look for a pattern in your
child. You shouldn’t overlook a sudden
change that’s not your child’s ‘normal’
behavior.” n

FREE TO
CONNECT
Connect your student to remote
one-on-one learning support and live
homework help, to language learning
resources and virtual storytimes,
we’ve got learners of all ages and
stages covered.
CLP – Student eResources
Call: 412-622-3114
Text: 412-775-3900
carnegielibrary.org/kids-teens

Tanni Haas, Ph.D. is a Professor in
the Department of Communication Arts,
Sciences and Disorders at the City University of New York – Brooklyn College.

FREE TO THE PEOPLE
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Around&About

NO V EMB E R
NOVEMBER 1

Kraynak’s Santa’s Christmasland;
Hermitage
Begins November 1
Imagine a world of make-believe with
twinkling lights, glittering trees, and a
magical array of life-like characters. Come
visit our 300-foot, indoor starlight avenue
of uniquely designed artificial Christmas
trees. Each tree has a specific theme
that is enhanced and complimented by
surrounding scenery and a cast of life-like
animated characters. kraynaks.com

NOVEMBER 3

Junior Ranger: Winter Hike with
the Rangers
November 3, 9 – Boyce Park
November 23 – Settler’s Cabin Park
Join the Park Rangers and learn how living
things survive the long, cold winter. This
program is intended for ages 5-10, but all
are welcome. alleghenycounty.us

NOVEMBER 4

Tail Waggin’ Tutors; Cranberry
Township
November 4; 6:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Elementary-aged children can practice
reading with one of our dog tutors! Online
registration is required for a 20-minute
reading session. cranberrytownship.org

NOVEMBER 5

Christmas in the Village; Eldersville
November 5-7

Stroll through town as you visit more than
50 crafters in various locations and delight
in the unique style of each artisan. Don’t
miss the parade, great food and entertainers. christmasinthevillagepa.com

NOVEMBER 6

NOVEMBER 12

Safe Sitter Babysitting Class; Butler

Disney’s Descendants: The Musical;
Lincoln Park Performing Arts Center

November 6; 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Interested in babysitting but need to learn
more about safety and emergencies? This
class is designed for ages 11-16. The class
emphasis is on five main areas: prevention, safety, responsibility, leadership and
professionalism. Bcpr.recdesk.com

The Great Pumpkin Roll;
New Brighton
November 6; 3:00 pm – 6:00 pm
This 4th annual event is the New Brighton
Education Foundation’s fundraiser. This
year’s all-ages, fun-filled, family event will
include a kids pumpkin roll.
visitbeavercounty.com

NOVEMBER 7

Daylight Savings Time Ends

NOVEMBER 13

Western PA Model Railroad
Museum; Gibsonia
Opens November 13
Come see the amazing displays at one of
the nation’s oldest model railroad organizations! Measuring 4,000 square feet, our
display is one of the largest in the country!
wpmrm.org

November 7; 9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Exhibit lights and sound effects will be
adjusted, and special activities will be
added to foster a safe, welcoming and
most of all, fun environment for all visitors.
Children and adults who are on the autism
spectrum or have sensory sensitivities are
welcome! carnegiesciencecenter.org

NOVEMBER 9

LEGO Club; Cranberry Township
November 9; 4:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Join us for an hour of free building with
other LEGO enthusiasts. Work on the challenge of the month if you choose! Open
to children in grades 1-6.
cranberrytownship.org

Veterans Day

NOVEMBER 2021

It’s happily ever after with a little flavor.
A brand-new show based on the Disney
Channel Original Movies, Disney’s Descendants features the songs you know and
love as Mal, Evie, Carlos and Jay show you
all the “Ways to be Wicked.”
lincolnparkarts.org

Sensory Sensitive Science Hours;
Carnegie Science Center

NOVEMBER 11
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November 12-21

Music Production Workshop;
Pittsburgh
November 13; 12:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Make your beats and rhythms come to
life! Whether you’re in front of the mic,
spinning records behind the DJ deck or
putting together a fire track in the studio,
there will be something for everyone.
Learn studio engineering, mixing, mastering and more, and develop skills that you
can take into a future career in music. For
students in grades 9-12. trustarts.org
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Owl Prowl with the Rangers
November
November
November
November
November
November

13
13
14
19
20
21

–
–
–
–
–
–

Hartwood Acres
Round Hill Farm
White Oak Park
Deer Lakes Park
Harrison Hills Park
South Park

Come explore the wonderful world of owls
with the Allegheny County Park Rangers
after dark. All sessions run from 5:30 pm –
7:30 pm. Flashlights will be provided.
alleghenycounty.us

Harmony Museum’s Annual
Christmas Market; Harmony
November 13 and 14
Regional artisans and other vendors
present a marketplace in the tradition
of Germany’s famed Christmas markets,
with quality artworks, handcrafted goods,
German and other European imports plus
entertainment, refreshments and food
vendors. harmonymuseum.org

NOVEMBER 18

Overly’s Country Christmas;
Westmoreland Fairgrounds
Begins November 18 (ThursdaysSundays)
Celebrate the season with our drive-thru
light display and walk-around Christmas
Village that’s filled with an array of oldfashioned traditions and treats. Sing carols
‘round the bonfire, revel in the model
train display, have your picture taken with
Santa, take a horse drawn wagon/sleigh
ride or shop for gifts! overlys.com

Irwin’s Light Up Night; Irwin
November 18; 5:00 pm – 9:00 pm
The Christmas Tree will be lit at 6:20 pm
followed by the Christmas Parade at 6:30
pm, all in downtown Irwin, the biggest
little town in Pennsylvania!
golaurelhighlands.com

Miniature Railroad and Village;
Carnegie Science Center
Opens November 18
Take a walking tour of western Pennsylvania at the world-renowned Miniature
Railroad & Village®. This display has
delighted millions with its handcrafted
replicas of regional landmarks, like Forbes
Field and Fallingwater and features hundreds of wonderfully realistic animated
scenes that illustrate how people lived,
worked, and played in our region before
1940. carnegiesciencecenter.org
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NOVEMBER 19

Peoples Gas Holiday Market;
Market Square
Opens November 19
Enjoy live music as you stroll through an
illuminated Market Square at this 10th
annual event, weaving through wooden
chalets, brimming with high quality gifts
and holiday experiences uniquely filled
with international flair and local charm.
downtownpittsburghholidays.com

Santa’s First Stop; Cranberry
Township
November 19; 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Have you been naughty or nice? Due
to our special connections with Santa,
he makes his first stop at the Cranberry
Library. cranberrytownship.org

Santa’s Workshop at Alameda Park;
Butler
November 19; 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Join us for a drive-thru tour of our light
displays and a celebration of the holidays!
Children registered will receive various
flavors of candy canes along with a bag
of gifts from Santa himself!
bcpr.recdesk.com

NOVEMBER 20

Greensburg’s Annual Holiday
Parade; Greensburg
November 20; 12:00 pm
Join us for a parade of marching bands,
classic cars, dance troupes and many
other exciting organizations. Candy will be
handed out to on-lookers and, as always,
Mr. and Mrs. Claus will appear to spread
holiday cheer to everyone!
golaurelhighlands.com

Highmark Light Up Night; Downtown
Pittsburgh
November 20; 5:00 pm – 10:00 pm
A new day for an even brighter celebration! It’s the official kickoff to the holiday
season in Pittsburgh!
downtownpittsburghholidays.com

Spirits of Giving from Around the
World; Two PPG Place
Begins November 20
This enchanting display of life-size Santas
and original paintings captures a whole
world of Christmas folklore and fantasy.
The exhibit comes alive with a collection
of original paintings, each depicting holiday celebrations around the world.
ppgplace.com

DINOmite DINOvember; Western
Allegheny Library
November 20; 11:00 am – 12:00 pm
We dig DINOvember! Celebrate by
stomping through our dinosaur stations of
crafts, excavations and maybe even a picture with a T-Rex! For families of all ages!
westernalleghenylibrary.org

Hermitage Holiday Light Parade;
Hermitage
November 20; 6:00 pm
Back for 2021, spectators will enjoy a preparade 1-mile running race followed by
decorative floats, high school bands and
much more! visitmercercountypa.com

Scenery Hill Christmas Market and
Light Up Night; Scenery Hill
November 20 and 27;
5:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Venture to our quaint village to find the
perfect gifts at our Christmas Market and
stay for the annual lighting of our Christmas tree. Arts and crafts, hot cocoa and
cider, baked goods, children’s activities
and Santa! visitsceneryhillpa.com

NOVEMBER 21

Give Thanks to the Frontier;
South Park
November 21; 1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
Travel back in time to revisit history and
give thanks as a feast is prepared at the
open hearth and bake oven. A short
Thanksgiving service will be held.
olivermillerhomestead.org

NOVEMBER 23

Disney Princess – The Concert;
Benedum Center
November 23; 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
For generations, Disney’s Princesses have
enchanted us with their courage and kindness. Their music has been the soundtrack
to our lives. This will be an unforgettable
evening of songs, animation and stories.
We invite you to become a part of our
world … dress up in your best royal attire
and get ready for an unforgettable evening. trustarts.org

Highlighted events have an
advertisement within the publication.
All events & costs are subject to change.
Please confirm before you go.
Deadline to submit events for
our December Calendar is
October 28, 2021.
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The State Ballet Theatre of
Ukraine’s Cinderella; Uniontown
November 23; 7:00 pm
One of the most beloved stories of all
time, this full-scale production follows the
beautiful maiden’s story as she seeks her
handsome Prince Charming. With the help
of a little magic, she discovers that dreams
really can come true. Featuring graceful
dancers, enchanting music and beautiful
costumes, this classic fairy tale is a treat
the whole family will enjoy.
statetheatre.info

Madeline’s Christmas: A Musical;
Canonsburg
November 26-28

“In an old house in Paris that was covered
in vines lived 12 little girls in two straight
lines.” So begins Madeline’s Christmas.
Disaster strikes when everyone, including Miss Clavel, comes down with the flu
right before Christmas. Everyone, that is,
except for Madeline. littlelake.org

Annual Holiday Model Railroad Open
House; Rochester
November 27 and 28;
12:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Join us at our 6th annual open house –
family fun, snacks, trains and history! We
offer 5 different displays in 5 different
scales. We also boast a unique collection
of railroading books, films, memorabilia
and displays dealing with railroad history.
visitbeavercounty.com

Spirit of Christmas Parade; Butler
November 27; 5:30 pm

NOVEMBER 25

Ring in the season at this annual event
featuring floats, community groups, first
responders and many more! Don’t forget
to bring your new toy and/or clothing item
to Stuff the Bus for charity from 12:00 pm
– 3:00 pm. butlerradio.com

Thanksgiving

Winter Lights Illumination Night;
Westmoreland Museum of Art
November 27; 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm

Santa Trolley; Washington
NOVEMBER 26

Zoo Lights Drive-Thru;
Pittsburgh Zoo

Select nights beginning November 26
Twinkle, shimmer and shine your way
through the season at the much anticipated return of the Zoo Lights Drive-Thru!
Get cozy in your car as your drive through
thousands of environmentally friendly
LED lights that transform the park into an
unforgettable winter wonderland. Enjoy
over 80 animal lights with 30 new displays,
classic characters and carols along the
way. pittsburghzoo.org

Light Up Ligonier!; Ligonier

November 26; 6:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Santa comes to town! Join us in the
countdown to light up the Diamond, enjoy
a horse-drawn sleigh ride and a visit with
Santa! golaurelhighlands.com

November 26-28; 10:00 am – 5:00 pm
Come see the merriest man himself will
be here for this spectacular event. Guests
will climb abord a restored streetcar that
will transport them around the museum’s
2-mile track. Onboard, visitors will get to
meet Santa Claus, and a few of his friends
may show up as well! Santa will be happy
to have his picture taken, so bring your
camera! pa-trolley.org/santatrolley

Oakland Catholic High School
November 7

26
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Holiday Train Open House; Ambridge
Opens November 27

Come visit this model railroad club, museum and library and see the magnificent
train displays. ohiovalleylines.org

Christmas in the Park; Grove City
Begins November 26

NOVEMBER 28

People of all ages love to drive along and
enjoy the lighted displays that are put together by local businesses, organizations,
families and individuals.
Grovecityareachamber.com

NOVEMBER 27

Beaver County Model Railroad
Christmas Season Open House;
Monaca
November 27 and 28;
12:00 pm – 5:00 pm

Educational
Open Houses
coming up!

Bring the entire family and help us throw
the switch on! Throughout the evening,
enjoy live music, complimentary hot
chocolate and an immersive light display
that is sure to brighten your spirits!
thewestmoreland.org

Each year we open our doors and invite
the public to see a wide variety of club
owned and personal locomotive power
and rolling stock in action. Fun for the
whole family! bcmrr.railfan.net

It’s a Wonderful Life Festival; Indiana
Begins November 28

Santa and the magic of Christmas comes
to downtown Indiana! Enjoy the live 37foot tree, visit with Santa, shop and dine in
the city, catch the parade and don’t forget
to enter the Christmas Tree Decorating
Contest!! downtownindiana.org

Highlighted events have an
advertisement within the publication.
All events & costs are subject to change.
Please confirm before you go.
Deadline to submit events for
our December Calendar is
October 28, 2021.
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